Pricelist

CUTTING
Ladies
Blow dry (short hair)
Blow dry (long hair)
Cut & blow dry
Restyle & blow dry
Wet cut
Restyle (wet cut)

£ 19.50
£ 22.00
£ 42.00
£ 47.00
£ 28.00
£ 32.00

Shampoo & set
Cut, shampoo & set

£ 20.00
£ 40.00

Gents
Cut & blow dry
Wet cut

£ 19.00
£ 17.00

Child (up to 6)
Trim

£ 16.00

Girls (7 - 15)
Wet cut
Cut & blow dry
Restyle & blow dry

£ 22.00
£ 30.00
£ 34.00

Boys
Wet cut

£ 16.00

Perming (inc. blow dry)
Full head
Partial head
Cutting an additional

£ 58.00
£ 48.00
£ 26.00

HAIR COLOURING (inc. blow dry)

TREATMENTS

A patch test is required at least 24 hours prior to
any re-growth or full head colour for clients having
application for the first time at Saltford Hair.

OLAPLEX - the three step process includes a patented active ingredient that works on a molecular
level to seek out broken bonds in the hair that are
caused by chemical, thermal, and mechanical
damage.

Re-growth tint

£ 44.00

Full head tint

£ 56.00

Re-growth tint with highlights/lowlights

£ 63.00

Full head highlights/lowlights

(from) £ 74.00

Half head highlights/lowlights

(from) £ 62.00

Highlights/lowlights - Cap
Colour correction
Cut after colour service
Hair up / Prom / GHD Curls

Students 10% discount
Long/thick hair additional charge
(price given on consultation).

£ 50.00
Price on consultation
£ 26.00
(from) £ 30.00

NO.1 - Bond Multiplier
This concentrated first salon step rebuilds broken
bonds and begins the process of preventing damage and repairing hair.
NO.2 - Bond Perfector
The second salon step continues to rebuild and
restore any remaining broken bonds ensuring the
strongest, shiniest, and healthiest hair possible.
NO.3 - Hair Perfector
No.3 is not a conditioner, it’s an at-home treatment
that reduces breakage and visibly strengthens hair,
improving its look and feel.

OLAPLEX & blow dry (short hair)
£38
		
OLAPLEX & blow dry (long hair)
£42
OLAPLEX colour upgrade

£20

WEDDING DAY
Bridal hair up trial

£ 40.00 per hr

Bride

£ 60.00

Bridesmaid

£ 45.00

Bridesmaid (under 14)

£ 30.00

Blow dry - short hair

£ 23.00

Blow dry - long hair

£ 27.00

